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ABSTRACT

This paper reports the results of the first direct comparison of near simultaneous measurements obtained by the INTERCOSMOS-BULGARIA-1300 and the DYNAMICS EXPLORER-B satellites. The ICB-1300 is in a near circular orbit at a mean height of about 850 km. The DE-B satellite in an elliptical orbit is sometimes directly below the ICB-1300 satellite providing an opportunity to investigate the response of the thermosphere to particle fluxes from the magnetosphere. Energy fluxes in the range 0.2 — 15 keV are obtained from an energetic particle analyzer on board the ICB-1300 satellite. The thermospheric composition and density are obtained by a neutral gas mass spectrometer (NACS) on the DE-B satellite. During the period 20 August — 20 November, 1981, observations show that the times and locations of maxima in magnetospheric energy deposition coincide with regions of maximum thermospheric upwelling characterized by composition changes.

INTRODUCTION

The density and temperature distributions of the neutral atmospheric constituents in the thermosphere are directly connected to the processes of mass, energy and momentum transport from the middle atmosphere beneath, and to ionosphere magnetospheric processes /1/. The thermosphere dynamics at high latitudes are determined mainly by atmospheric pressure gradients, by the energy deposited by particle fluxes, and by ionospheric current dissipation /2/. Locally, in the thermosphere, the energy input is manifested by relative minima of the constituents with mass numbers less than the mean mass, and maxima of the constituents with masses greater than the mean mass /3,4/. Joule heating and heating by particle precipitation are the two most important energy sources of magnetospheric origin. The heating by solar ultraviolet radiation is important at low and middle latitudes and exceeds substantially the heating by particles and currents, but at auroral latitudes the heating by fields and particles is comparable and may even exceed the heating by solar ultraviolet /5/.

The "Intercosmos Bulgaria - 1300" (ICB-1300) and "Dynamics Explorer - B" (DE - B) satellites can be used together for the determination of the distribution of the high-latitude heating in the thermosphere. The "Intercosmos - Bulgaria - 1300" satellite /6/ has a nearly circular orbit with a perigee of 825 km and an apogee of 905 km. It can measure the particle fluxes /7/ as well as the field-aligned magnetospheric currents /8/ near the upper boundary of the thermosphere. The "Dynamics Explorer - B" satellite /9/ is in an eccentric orbit with a perigee of 300 km and apogee of 1000 km. Instruments onboard the satellite /10,11,12/ for measuring the neutral density, temperature and winds provide data for thermospheric conditions.

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE

The neutral density and composition used in this work were obtained by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (NACS) on the DE-B satellite /10/. The ion and electron flux measurements in the energy range 0.2 — 15 keV were obtained from the low-energy particle analyzer (ANEPE) on the ICB - 1300 satellite. Data for the electron and ion flux with pitch-angle near 90° in the auroral zone are used. The measured spectra are processed by the technique described in /14/, and the total energy deposition is calculated.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The "Intercosmos - Bulgaria - 1300" and "Dynamics Explorer" data for the period August — November 1981 are analyzed for local evidence of topside atmosphere heating, and for the global behavior of the energy carried by particle fluxes and also for the peculiarities of
the distribution of neutral atmospheric constituents. In Figure 1a, the "ICB - 1300" and "DE - B" orbits are presented for 19 September 1981 (day 81262) in the interval 5 - 8 UT. It is seen that the trajectories do not differ much, and in the region of comparison their longitudinal displacement is 0° to 40°. The UT displacement of the two orbits is about 3 hours. In the northern hemisphere (40°, 90° ILAT) the "DE - B" satellite universal time is 8:59 - 9:10, and the UT of "ICB - 1300" satellite is 5:59 - 6:12.

The "ICB - 1300" is at ~ 850 km height, and the "DE - B" altitude is 465 km at the pole and increasing equatorward. The local times for two satellites is 18 - 21 LT for "ICB - 1300" and 2300 LT for "DE - B". In the last 6 hours of UT on 18 September a moderate geomagnetic storm is observed with a maximum value of the Kp index equal to 6 - (21.00 - 24.00 UT). On September 19 Kp reaches its maximum value of 6 in the interval 6 - 9 UT, and Ap reaches the value of 38. During the measurement periods the Kp values are 4+ for DE - B and 6 for "ICB-1300". The chosen UT displacement of 3 hours is suitable for the data comparison because it eliminates a local time displacement of 3 hours, and allows the neutral atmosphere disturbances to be measured following a precipitation event /15/. The satellites path in the high latitude region is also seen in Figure 1b, in MLT/ILAT coordinates. Because the DE - B satellite is in an orbit with 90° inclination it reaches 82.2° ILAT, while ICB - 1300 reaches 74.5.

In Figure 1b the data from the two satellites are shown for the crossing of the afternoon sector. The x-coordinate is invariant latitude - ILAT. The upper panel (Figure 2a) presents the 1 keV particle flux variations, and the energy flux carried by 0.2 - 15 keV electrons. A continuous increase of the energy and particle fluxes is seen with a maximum in the region of the oval with coordinates ILAT = 74° and MLT = 19:00. In Figure 2b the NAGS data reduced to 300 km altitude /4/, are presented. The altitude in the region of the minimum helium concentration is 526 km, so only the oxygen and the helium data are presented (the instrument sensitivity does not allow for the reliable measurement of the remaining atmospheric constituents at such a height). The helium concentration is multiplied by a factor of 100 so that it can be presented on the same scale with the oxygen concentration. It is seen in Figure 2a and 2b that the particle and energy flux maxima essentially coincide with the minimum in the helium concentrations, indicating a region with maximum neutral temperature and, therefore, maximum convection.

In Figure 3 the following parameters measured on DE - B (orbit 1217) are shown: neutral temperature, the vertical component of the neutral wind and densities of the neutral constituents - atomic oxygen (denoted as O), molecular nitrogen (N), helium (He) and argon (Ar). The neutral constituent densities are reduced to the standard altitude by the technique described in /4/. The neutral temperature (Tn) and the vertical wind (Vn) are measured by the instrument WATS /12,15/, and the neutral density by NACS. Perigee is situated in the dusk sector at 80° geographic latitude (marked by an arrow and the letter P). The data in orbit 1217 are measured on 24 October 1981 (day 81297) between 21:00 and 21:17 UT. During the time of the measurements Kp has the value of 3+. Ap is 18 for the day. Locations and times are indicated along the abscissa.

In Figure 3, three consecutive maxima in argon density are observed. None of these coincide with the satellite perigees, indicating their dynamical origin. The maxima 1 and 2 coincide with the dawn and dusk ovals and their coordinates in (MLT, ILAT) are (18:42, 66.2°) and (10:36, 74.4°) respectively. The central maximum coincides with the south polar cap. The argon density maximum in the dusk sector coincides with extreme values of all other thermospheric parameters presented in the figure: the helium and oxygen have a local minimum, and N has a maximum. The neutral temperature measured from N, reaches a value of about 1600° K, and the upward vertical wind velocity is about 70 m/s. In the oval region a
maximum in the energy deposition by particle fluxes and fields at the altitudes of 100 – 200 km is expected. The energy dissipation maximum is accompanied by a local temperature maximum. An upward convective motion appears, upwelling the thermosphere in the whole altitude range.

From Figure 2 and 3 it can be concluded that, in the distribution of the thermospheric constituents, an important role is played by the energy fluxes of magnetospheric - ionospheric origin which are under a strong magnetic control. This magnetic control is exhibited by the global thermospheric parameter distribution.

In Figure 4 the global distribution of atomic oxygen reduced to an altitude of 300 Km is shown for the southern hemisphere. The data are taken between 15 and 18 October (day 81288 to 81291) from 41 DE - B orbits. For this interval the satellite perigee varies in geographic latitude between 52° and 67°. Only the morning parts of the satellite orbits are used and the local time is the same for the whole hemisphere - about 9:00 LT. The magnetic conditions in this period are not disturbed - Ap ≤ 20, the maximum Kp is 4+. It is seen that the oxygen isolines are very similar to the invariant latitude distribution. A deep minimum of the density is formed in the region of the south polar cap with values of 2X10^18 cm^-3. In the region (-100, -30) LONG and (-10, -35) LAT a maximum in the oxygen concentration is seen with values of 9X10^18 cm^-3. For helium the density isolines distribution is similar to that for the oxygen /4,18/, and the constituents with masses higher than the mean mass show distributions with reversed maxima and minima, i.e. in the regions of the oval and the polar cap local density maxima are observed /4/.

In Figure 5 the distribution of the 0.2 - 15 keV electron energy flux is shown by data of the "ICB - 1300" satellite. The energy is calculated in erg/cm/sec/ster. The data of 35 "ICB - 1300" transits over the southern hemisphere are used for the calculation of the energy flux. The data are taken in the period 20 August 1981 - 20 November 1981 in the same local time interval as the DE - B data, and are only from the days with Ap<20. Because the variations in the energy flux are very high, the data have been smoothed by averaging into 10° longitudinal and 5° latitudinal intervals. The data are in the local time interval 3:00 - 11:00 LT.
Fig. 4. Distribution of the neutral oxygen concentration in the southern hemisphere by data from the NAGS.

Fig. 5. Distribution of the 0.2 - 15 keV electrons energy flux in erg/cm/sec/ster in the southern hemisphere by data from the "1GB - 1300" satellite.

It is seen from Figure 5 that the energy flux is distributed symmetrically about invariant latitude 70° (marked in the figure by a dotted line). The effect of the narrowing of the zone with more energetic electrons toward the oval center is well known /19/. This effect is apparent also in the ANEP data /20/ and leads to an increased energy flux, because of the higher electron energies. The energy fluxes, carried by ions, are also investigated. Their distribution is similar to the one shown in Figure 5, but with a maximum shifted by 8 - 10 ILAT towards the equator /21/. The ion-carried energy is one order of magnitude lower than the energy shown in Figure 5.

CONCLUSION

The observed local and global features of the distribution of the thermospheric parameters from the DE - B satellite in the oval region are well correlated with the energy flux distribution observed by the "1GB - 1300" satellite. Many questions still remain regarding the local thermospheric heating particularly in the polar cap region.
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